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Allison Trowbridge harnesses the power of story in a
series of letters to an imagined young woman
wrestling with the questions that arise as she stands
on the precipice of adulthood. Our life’s journey is
our life’s destination. Never in history has a young
woman had so many options before her, yet never
has she had less direction or guidance on what to do
with them. A woman at the precipice of adulthood
often finds herself with more questions than
answers, with more disenchantment than direction.
How is she supposed to “lean in” to a successful
career while also building deeply meaningful
relationships? How can she care for the community
around her while simultaneously developing a global
mindset and changing the world? How can she be all
that she is destined to be without feeling paralyzed
by the pressure of so many prospects? Allison
Trowbridge knows this dilemma well. She
remembers stepping into her twenties and wishing
for a mentor to guide her through this dizzying
season of life. In Twenty-Two, she becomes the
mentor she was looking for. Drawing from her own
experience and from the wisdom of others, she
offers advice and counsel in a series of personal
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letters to “Ashley,” a fictional college student looking
for mentorship from someone one step ahead in life.
Over the course of twenty-two letters, Trowbridge
addresses a wide range of practical issues and ties
them to larger concerns such as identity, loss, social
impact as a lifestyle, wisdom in the ordinary
moments, and the profound way God’s work is
realized in how we live every day. Subtly weaving in
today’s pressing social concerns—from poverty in
our neighborhoods to human trafficking across the
globe—Twenty-Two will inspire a greater sense of
mission and a passion to live more fully as young
women embark on their own remarkable journeys.
This book is like a hug from a friend when you need
it most: It's both a reminder that it's normal to feel
things deeply and a companion for actually feeling
better. With tons of empathy and a touch of humor,
artist Carissa Potter offers wisdom on how to move
through difficult emotions with practical steps to kickstart the process—ranging from soaking in a tub and
having a good cry to talking to houseplants or
hosting a private dance party. Illustrated in a vibrant
eye-catching palette, this boldly authentic book is full
of genuine support for pushing through life's tough
times or whenever a little love is needed.
What the world needs now – featuring poems from
inaugural poet Amanda Gorman, Ross Gay, Tracy K.
Smith and more. More and more people are turning
to poetry as an antidote to divisiveness, negativity,
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anxiety, and the frenetic pace of life. How to Love
the World: Poems of Gratitude and Hope offers
readers uplifting, deeply felt, and relatable poems by
well-known poets from all walks of life and all parts
of the US, including inaugural poet Amanda Gorman,
Joy Harjo, Naomi Shihab Nye, Ross Gay, Tracy K.
Smith, and others. The work of these poets captures
the beauty, pleasure, and connection readers hunger
for. How to Love the World, which contains new
works by Ted Kooser, Mark Nepo, and Jane
Hirshfield, invites readers to use poetry as part of
their daily gratitude practice to uncover the simple
gifts of abundance and joy to be found everywhere.
With pauses for stillness and invitations for writing
and reflection throughout, as well as reading group
questions and topics for discussion in the back, this
book can be used to facilitate discussion in a
classroom or in any group setting.
Rocky Lang and Dr. Erick Montero offer up more
than 200 firsthand accounts of emergency room
dramas along with bizarre and insightful medical
facts and stats inside Confessions of Emergency
Room Doctors. Sample entries include: * Strange
Disease Fact: A melcryptovestimentaphilliac is
someone who compulsively steals ladies underwear.
* Dr. Brown, Chicago Hospital, writes: "A woman
came into the ER, ready to give birth, followed by her
husband and about ten kids. Their last name was
King. We took her to the operating room and soon I
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came out and announced that he was the proud
father of a baby boy--I told him his wife said that he
should name the little one. Mr. King scratched his
head and said, "Gee I just don't know, I've just about
used up all the names I can think of." He glanced up
at a sign that read, "No Smoking." "That's it," he
says, "I'll name him Nosmo--Nosmo King."
Synopsis coming soon.......
In her first collection of poems, Gabrielle G. depicts
different love stories from the initial spark to the last
heartbreak and writes in verses the heartache we've
all been through. A poetry book to make your heart
smile and weep at the same time.
In the vein of It's Kind of a Funny Story and All the
Bright Places, comes a captivating, immersive
exploration of life with mental illness.For sixteen-yearold Mel Hannigan, bipolar disorder makes life
unpredictable. Her latest struggle is balancing her
growing feelings in a new relationship with her
instinct to keep everyone at arm's length. And when
a former friend confronts Mel with the truth about the
way their relationship ended, deeply buried secrets
threaten to come out and upend her shaky
equilibrium. As the walls of Mel's compartmentalized
world crumble, she fears the worst--that her friends
will abandon her if they learn the truth about what
she's been hiding. Can Mel bring herself to risk
everything to find out? In A Tragic Kind of Wonderful,
Eric Lindstrom, author of the critically acclaimed Not
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If I See You First, examines the fear that keeps us
from exposing our true selves, and the courage it
takes to be loved for who we really are.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts
weaves together passion and obsession, humor and
heart, in a novel of two people opening themselves
up to the truth—and to each other. For more than
three hundred years, Bluff House has sat above
Whiskey Beach, guarding its shore—and its secrets.
But to Eli Landon, it’s home. A Boston lawyer, Eli
has weathered an intense year of public scrutiny and
police investigations after being accused of—but
never arrested for—the murder of his soon-to-be exwife. He finds sanctuary at Bluff House, even though
his beloved grandmother is in Boston recuperating
from a nasty fall. Abra Walsh is always there,
though. Whiskey Beach’s resident housekeeper,
yoga instructor, jewelry maker and massage
therapist, Abra is a woman of many talents—including
helping Eli take control of his life and clear his name.
But as they become entangled in each other, they
find themselves caught in a net that stretches back
for centuries—one that has ensnared a man intent on
reaping the rewards of destroying Eli Landon once
and for all.
Set to a musical theme, love's poetic journey in this new,
original collection begins with a Duet and travels through
Interlude and Finale with an Encore popular piece from the
best-selling Love & Misadventure. Lang Leav's evocative
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poetry speaks to the soul of anyone who is on this journey.
Leav has an unnerving ability to see inside the hearts and
minds of her readers. Her talent for translating complex
emotions with astonishing simplicity has won her a cult
following of devoted fans from all over the world. Lang Leav is
a poet and internationally exhibiting artist.
"[A] striking debut..." — BUSTLE "...masterful use of
language....Weiss' novel is a great suggestion for fans of the
Big Stone Gap books, by Adriana Trigiani, and Mitford series,
by Jan Karon."—Booklist, STARRED Review He's gonna be
sorry he ever messed with me and Loretta Lynn Sadie Blue
has been a wife for fifteen days. That's long enough to know
she should have never hitched herself to Roy Tupkin, even
with the baby. Sadie is desperate to make her own mark on
the world, but in remote Appalachia, a ticket out of town is
hard to come by, and hope often gets stomped out. When a
stranger sweeps into Baines Creek and knocks things off
kilter, Sadie finds herself with an unexpected lifeline...if she
can just figure out how to use it. This intimate insight into a
fiercely proud, tenacious community unfolds through the
voices of the forgotten folks of Baines Creek. With a colorful
cast of characters that each contribute a new perspective, IF
THE CREEK DON'T RISE is a debut novel bursting with
heart, honesty, and homegrown grit.
Greek hotel magnate Chrysander Anetakis's former mistress
was pregnant? And had amnesia? That meant Marley
Jameson didn't remember betraying him by selling company
secrets. Or that he'd thrown her out of his life. So he told her
a little white lie: they were engaged. Then he swept her away
to his Greek island to await the birth of his baby and enjoy her
sudden devotion…before tossing her out. But he didn't count
on Marley regaining her memory so soon.
Planets, stars, and constellations feature prominently in this
beautiful, original poetry collection from Lang Leav. Inspired
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by the wonders of the universe, the best-selling poetess
writes about love and loss, hope and hurt, being lost and
found. Lang's poetry encompasses the breadth of emotions
we all experience and evokes universal feelings with her
skillfully crafted words.
She Just Wants to Forget is the follow up to the New York
Times bestselling poetry collection She Felt Like Feeling
Nothing by r.h. Sin.
"The Passionate Shepherd to His Love," "Shall I compare
thee to a summer's day?" "Death, be not proud," "The
Raven," "The Road Not Taken," plus works by Blake,
Wordsworth, Byron, Shelley, Keats, many others.
When Verity stumbles on an old, mysterious book, Poemsia,
she finds herself suddenly thrust into the dizzying world of
social media stardom, where poets are the new rock stars
and fame is sometimes just a click away. International
bestselling author Lang Leav takes you into the shadowy
world of contemporary poetry in this revealing and
emotionally charged story about friendship, first love,
betrayal, and the courage to follow your dreams.
Michael Faudet’s whimsical and often erotic writing has
captured the hearts and minds of literally thousands of
readers from around the world. He paints vivid pictures with
intricate words and explores the compelling themes of love,
loss, relationships, and sex. All beautifully captured in poetry,
prose, quotes, and little short stories.
Many Mansions has descriptive copy which is not yet
available from the Publisher.

International best-selling author Lang Leav presents
The Gift of Everything, a stunning hardcover gift
book featuring her finest pieces to date, spanning
across her world-renowned poetry and prose titles
from Love & Misadventure to Love Looks Pretty on
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You. In addition, this beautifully conceived
clothbound anthology includes 35 new poems as
well as original and arresting illustrations by the
author. Lang’s evocative words of love, loss, and
self-empowerment have inspired millions across the
globe to seek their own voice through the healing
power of poetry. A definite must-have collection for
all lovers of poetry and prose. The Gift of Everything
will thrill and delight fans of Lang Leav as well as
those yet to discover the enchanting world of one the
most celebrated poets in modern history.
He paints vivid pictures with intricate words and
explores the compelling themes of love, loss,
relationships, and sex. All beautifully captured in
poetry, prose, quotes, and little short stories. Michael
lives in a house by the sea in New Zealand with his
girlfriend, international bestselling author, Lang Leav.
The New York Times bestselling author of Diary of
an Oxygen Thief and Chameleon in a Candy Store is
back with the spellbinding conclusion to the series.
You’ve never seen romance do this before. So
brutally honest and breathtakingly perverse you’ll
want to throw this book at the wall, but you’ll also
want to know if it can possibly get any more
disturbing (it can and it does). And as you start to
wonder whether men and women were ever even
meant to be together, a surprise ending brings the
trilogy full circle and provides unexpected closure to
an issue raised by a certain photographer's assistant
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in the first book. Eunuchs and Nymphomaniacs is
about how we love today and how increasingly we
try to avoid it altogether.
A remarkably frank, deeply moving, and inspiring
memoir by Jai Pausch, whose husband, Randy,
wrote the bestseller The Last Lecture while battling
pancreatic cancer. "Jai is such a giver that she often
forgets to take care of herself," Randy Pausch wrote
about his wife. "Jai knows that she’ll have to give
herself permission to make herself a priority." In
Dream New Dreams, Jai Pausch shares her own
story for the first time: her emotional journey from
wife and mother to full-time caregiver, shuttling
between her three young children and Randy’s
bedside as he sought treatment far from home; and
then to widow and single parent, fighting to preserve
a sense of stability for her family, while coping with
her own grief and the challenges of running a
household without a partner. Jai paints a vivid,
honest portrait of a vital, challenging relationship
between two strong people who faced a grim
prognosis and the self-sacrificing decisions it often
required. As she faced life without the husband she
called her “magic man,” Jai learned to make herself
a priority to create a new life of hope and
happiness—as she puts it, to “feel a spark of my own
magic beginning to flicker.” Dream New Dreams is a
powerful story of grief, healing, and newfound
independence. With advice artfully woven into an
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intimate, beautifully written narrative, Jai’s story will
inspire not only the legions of readers who made
The Last Lecture a bestseller, but also those who
are embarking on a journey of loss and renewal
themselves.
For fans of Lang Leav, this beautiful gift book is a
must-have! Beloved pieces from Lullabies and Love
& Misadventure are collected together in this
illustrated treasury. In addition, 35 new poems that
have not been published in any Lang Leav collection
offer something new to discover. The author's
original art is presented in lovely four-color
illustrations. Lang Leav's evocative poetry in a
gorgeous package with ribbon marker and cloth
spine is an irresistible gift for any poetry lover!
A Beautiful Composition of Broken is inspired by
some of the events expressed artistically by
Samantha King in the bestseller Born to Love,
Cursed to Feel. It serves as a poetic documentary of
the lives of people who have been mistreated,
misunderstood, and wrongfully labeled in a way that
limits them in this world. The author’s most personal
volume yet, A Beautiful Composition of Broken
builds a conceptual bridge between r.h. Sin’s
earliest work and his forthcoming series, Planting
Gardens in Graves.
A book that will change the way you think about love,
relationships, heartbreak, and self-empowerment.
Breaking the rules, challenging perceptions, and
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exploring the secret desires we keep hidden from the
world. Beautifully composed and written by
international bestselling author Lang Leav, this new
collection of poetry and prose will positively influence
your life. September Love captures the magic of
each passing season, a pearl of wisdom waiting to
be discovered with every page turned. A book that
will inspire you to reach for the stars.
With massive social media followings and a loyal fan
base, Jeanty is poised for great success for his sixth
poetry collection entitled Apologies That Never
Came. In this series of prose and poetry, both the
words and sentiment are simple, uninterrupted by
excess flair or complexity. Apologies That Never
Came dissects the agony of heartbreak and loss
through the unexpressed words and feelings; what is
left over at the end. While his poems and prose
delve into pain, they ultimately transcend that
heartbreak, awakening everyone's preexisting
strength and capacity for growth. Much like in his
previous collections, Jeanty has successfully created
a tool for unity and healing out of the torment of his
experiences.
The book is divided into four chapters, and each
chapter serves a different purpose. Deals with a
different pain. Heals a different heartache. Milk and
Honey takes readers through a journey of the most
bitter moments in life and finds sweetness in them
because there is sweetness everywhere if you are
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just willing to look.
The journey from love to heartbreak to finding love again
is personal yet universal. Lang Leav's evocative love
poetry speaks to the soul of anyone who is on this
journey. Leav has an unnerving ability to see inside the
hearts and minds of her readers. Her talent for
translating complex emotions with astonishing simplicity
has won her a cult following of devoted modern poetry
fans from all over the world. Forget the dainty, delicate
love poems of yore; these little poems pack a mighty
punch. Lang Leav is a poet and internationally exhibiting
artist. Her work expresses the intricacies of love and
loss. Love & Misadventure is her first poetry collection.
This completely original collection of poetry and prose
will not only delight her avid fans but is sure to capture
the imagination of a whole new audience. With the turn
of every page, Sea of Strangers invites you to go beyond
love and loss to explore themes of self-discovery and
empowerment as you navigate your way around the
human heart.
Love and Misadventure will take you on a rollercoaster
ride through an ill-fated love affair - from the initial
butterflies to the soaring heights - through to the
devastating plunge
Contemplative and filled with possibility, each
evanescent story in this collection inhabits the fleeting,
unrepeatable place between the falling droplets on our
island of rain. A bed thief breaks into a HDB flat every
day, only to steal a few hours’ rest. Singapore is
interviewed as a psychiatric patient on National Day. The
Space Between the Raindrops is a remarkable collection
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of short stories told by a startling new voice. This book is
perfect for a brief subway ride or the interval spent
waiting for the bus, as well as that languid afternoon
spent contemplating a thunderstorm.
“The popularity of [Dog Songs] feels as inevitable and
welcome as a wagging tail upon homecoming.” —The
Boston Globe Mary Oliver’s Dog Songs is a celebration
of the special bond between human and dog, as
understood through the poet’s relationships to the
canines that have accompanied her daily walks, warmed
her home, and inspired her work. Oliver’s poems begin
in the small everyday moments familiar to all dog lovers,
but through her extraordinary vision, these observations
become higher meditations on the world and our place in
it. Dog Songs includes visits with old friends, like
Oliver’s beloved Percy, and introduces still others in
poems of love and laughter, heartbreak and grief.
Throughout, the many dogs of Oliver’s life merge as
fellow travelers and as guides, uniquely able to open our
eyes to the lessons of the moment and the joys of nature
and connection.
Who needs Hope when you can have Rage... I'm a girl.
I'm nineteen. And I'm a killer. This life is all I know. It's all
I want to know. Until him. It all changes when an ordinary
boy becomes my next target. And my first love. I have to
choose. The only life I've ever known has to die, or he
does. Either way, I'll be the one pulling the trigger... All
the Rage is a STANDALONE.
Here's best-selling humor writer Leland Gregory's sixth
collection about everyday idiots-and this time they're in
love! Readers are guaranteed to feel better about their
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own romantic misadventures after reading these jawdropping, hilarious tales. Many people do crazy things in
the name of love, but some people take things way too
far. From failed seductions to botched proposals, from
disturbing displays of affection to misguided marriages,
Idiots in Love chronicles the stupid things falling in love
(or falling out of it) can drive people to do: * A female
Coca-Cola employee became engaged to a Pepsi
employee, and Coke demanded that she break it off,
persuade her fiance to leave Pepsi, or resign from CocaCola. She refused and was terminated, but she later won
a $600,000 settlement from the company. * A woman in
Hardwick, Georgia, divorced her husband on the
grounds that he "stayed home too much and was too
affectionate." * A couple started divorce proceedings
after 90 minutes of marriage. * A Norwegian woman hid
a ring in her boyfriend's porridge to propose marriage to
him, but he accidentally ate the ring. Fortunately, he
accepted the proposal anyway. * In Whitesville,
Delaware, it is illegal for a woman to propose to a man. *
A European survey revealed that one in nine people
admit to sending themselves Valentine's Day cards.
Once again, Leland Gregory finds the absolute best and
funniest anecdotes and one-liners that will have readers
rolling with laughter at the amorous antics of idiots in
love.
School is almost out for Audrey, but the panic attacks are
just beginning. Because Audrey told a lie and now her
classmate, Ana, is dead. Just as her world begins to spin
out of control, Audrey meets the enigmatic Rad – the boy
who could turn it all around. But will their ill-timed
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romance drive her closer to the edge?
In this beautiful, original poetry anthology from Lang
Leav, the best-selling poetess writes about love and loss,
hope and hurt, being lost and found. Lang's poetry
encompasses the breadth of emotions we all experience
and evokes universal feelings with her skillfully crafted
words. Anthology of Love includes Lang Leav's
bestselling poetry titles Love & Misadventure, Lullabies,
and The Universe of Us along with a blank lined journal
entitled Your Words are Your Power.
Cult of Two is the fifth book of internationally bestselling poet
Michael Faudet, author of Winter of Summers, Smoke &
Mirrors, Bitter Sweet Love, and Dirty Pretty Things—a finalist
in the Goodreads Readers Choice awards. His intimate
writing style and exquisite ability to paint pictures with words
has captured the imagination and hearts of thousands of
people from around the world.
Divided into five chapters and illustrated by Kaur, the sun and
her flowers is a journey of wilting, falling, rooting, rising, and
blooming. A celebration of love in all its forms. this is the
recipe of life said my mother as she held me in her arms as i
wept think of those flowers you plant in the garden each year
they will teach you that people too must wilt fall root rise in
order to bloom
Lang Leav has an unnerving ability to see inside the hearts
and minds of her readers. Her talent for translating complex
emotions with astonishing simplicity has won her a cult
following of devoted fans from all over the world. Her
enchanting work swings between the whimsical and woeful,
expressing a complexity beneath its childlike facade. Young
readers will instantly identify with the myriad emotions of first
love, while older readers will remember their own romantic
tears and triumphs.
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Ayesha is a twenty-something reporter in one of the world’s
most dangerous cities. Her assignments range from showing
up at bomb sites and picking her way through scattered body
parts to interviewing her boss’s niece, the couture-cupcake
designer. In between dicing with death and absurdity, Ayesha
despairs over the likelihood of ever meeting a nice guy,
someone like her old friend Saad, whose shoulder she cries
on after every romantic misadventure. Her choices seem
limited to narcissistic, adrenaline-chasing reporters who’ll do
anything to get their next story—to the spoilt offspring of the
Karachi elite who’ll do anything to cure their boredom. Her
most pressing problem, however, is how to straighten her hair
during the chronic power outages. Karachi, You’re Killing Me!
is Bridget Jones’s Diary meets The Diary of a Social
Butterfly—a comedy of manners in a city with none.
Filled with wisdom and encouragement, every single page is
a testament to the power of words, and the impact they can
have on the relationships you build with others. And most
importantly, the one you have with yourself. Lang Leav
captures the intricacies of emotions like few others can. It's
no wonder she has been recognized as a major influencer of
the modern poetry movement and her writing has inspired a
whole new generation of poets to pick up a pen. Love Looks
Pretty on You is truly the must-have book for poetry lovers all
over the world.
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